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Elon Musk and Google are some of the biggest contributors of political
cash and services to Barack Obama, Harry Reid and Dianne Feinstein.

Barack Obama, Harry Reid and Dianne Feinstein have personally signed off
on, and lobbied to give billionaires Elon Musk and Google hundreds of
billions of dollars of nearly tax free taxpayer cash for no apparent reason
aside from their political connections.

Elon Musk and Google have provided Barack Obama, Harry Reid and
Dianne Feinstein with billions of dollars of un-reported political campaign
financing in the form of search engine rigging, stock valuation pumps for
stocks held by the associates Barack Obama, Harry Reid and Dianne
Feinstein and for other in-kind services which have a quantifiable cash
value that has never been reported to regulatory authorities.

Elon Musk and Google use off-shore tax evasion tactics and methods
advised and managed by the same financial advisors.

Business partners, family members and political associates of Barack
Obama, Harry Reid and Dianne Feinstein hold stock in Elon Musk's and
Google's companies.

Elon Musk is quoted as saying that he was arranging to have Google buy
Elon Musk's Tesla Motors.

Google is quoted as saying that they plan to exclusively use Elon Musk's
Space X rockets to launch a shroud of public surveillance satellites around
the Earth.



Both Elon Musk and Google are counting on taxpayer funds created by
Barack Obama, Harry Reid and Dianne Feinstein through the U.S.
Department of Transportation for their “driver-less car projects” which they
both happened to have come up with at the same time that the DOT funds
were slotted out for them.

Elon Musk's and Google have both exchanged cash and employees with a
company called IN-Q-TEL. IN-Q-TEL sells tricky spy services to the CIA,
the U.S. Chamber of Commerce, Columbian drug lords (In-Q-Tel's
airplanes were caught with 5 tons of cocaine on-board and Elon Musk's
software programmer created and operated SILK ROAD, the world's largest
illegal drug network), the DNC, Hillary Clinton's Department of State and
other interesting groups. Elon Musk's staff and Google's owners have both
publicly applauded IN-Q-TEL's tactics in funding Google and Elon Musk's
companies. IN-Q-TEL and it's sister company: New America Foundation
both have Elon Musk's and Google's staff on their management teams.

In the entire history of Google, only Elon Musk and Barack Obama have
had the documented search engine hype-rigging, manual up-ranking and
mood manipulation results as the most synthetically highly manipulated
results in all global Google search and positioning presentations. In normal
language, this means that Google faked the results for both of these names,
in order to operate a contrived PR campaign, while, at the same time,
attacking and defaming their competitors.

Elon Musk's and Google's people co-own the stocks of each others
companies.

Both Elon Musk and Google have a number of mysterious deaths associated
with themselves including the deaths of Rajeev Motwani, Forrest Hayes,
Gary D. Conley, David Bird, Karl Slym, Andrew Ingram, Brian M. Finn,
Kenneth Bellando, Sarvshreshth Gupta, Kate Matrosova and many more. In
each case, the dead person is thought to have had incriminating information
on Elon Musk and/or Google.



More people from Google and Elon Musk's holdings got jobs in the White
House and at top federal agencies than any other entities in the world.

Elon Musk and Google both have a financial and political need to control
profiteering of the war-torn Afghanistan lithium and indium mining
conglomerates. Both have deep connections with Russian mobsters who
own the mining equipment in those regions. Both contributed technology
and funding to implement “Arab Spring” and other political uprisings
which would give them more control of those raw materials and both were
the biggest recipients of the U.S. Department of Energy Cleantech Cash
which was handed out by their friends: Steven Chu, Matt Rogers. Steven
Spinner, Allison Spinner who Elon Musk and Google personally lobbied to
have appointed to run the U.S. Department of Energy. John Doerr and
Kleiner Perkins were the lead investors in all of the suspects. This makes it
appear that a trillion dollar payola scam was organized by Elon Musk and
Google.

If a major payola scam, using taxpayer dollars, was organized by Elon
Musk and Google the very law enforcement agencies who should have
arrested them happen to have been controlled by the decisions of Barack
Obama, Harry Reid and Dianne Feinstein. Eric Holder, the attorney general,
who ran the Department of Justice, in the Obama Administration, had stock
relationships with Elon Musk's and Google's companies. Both Eric Holder
and Steven Chu, who handed out the Department of Energy cash to them,
were handled by the law firm of Covington and Burling who also work with
the key business partners of Elon Musk and Google.

When federal investigators wrote Elon Musk's Tesla Motors a demand for a
detailed safety investigation of Tesla Motors, Google's lobbyists assisted in
getting the investigation terminated and Tesla still has not engaged in a
complete independent public safety inspection.

Within minutes of negative news story's appearing about Elon Musk or
Google companies, Google always manually hides the negative news story
and replaces it with a “fluff story”



about Elon Musk or Google. At the same time, key investors from both
groups engage in either/or stock buy-backs and stock-pumps to artificially
increase the appearance of stock valuation surges so as to seduce day
traders and institutional investors that they should invest. This is fraud and
constitutes the use of taxpayer funded companies to defraud taxpayers. The
methods of the company called “PollyHop” in the current series of House
of Cards, describes the methods used by Musk and Google.

There are quite a number of other common connections between these
groups. While all of these similarities may simply be the most extraordinary
set of coincidences in history, to the skilled law enforcement investigators
who are pursuing this case, the matter calls for more action and less delay.

What Are the Implications Of Google Controlling The U.S.
Government?

Opinion by Hiram Walker

- On the illicit insider take-over of the U.S. Administration by sex-crazed,
stop-at-nothing Silicon Valley billionaires

Recent research by The Intercept, ( The Android Administration :
https://theintercept.com/2016/04/22/googles-remarkably-close-relationship-
with-the-obama-white-house-in-two-charts/ ) China, The EU and most any
voter that reads the news, shows that Google’s owners have impregnated
the U.S. Government with their people at every level and in every choke-
point of the federal decision-making process.

Google has most profoundly taken control of the White House with the
largest majority of West Wing staff being Google-connected; most of the
White House decisions benefiting Google and harming Google’s
adversaries; and a shocking number of private White House meetings and
revolving door job give-aways. If this was not a classic government take-
over Coup that Eric Schmidt and Larry Page had strategically planned out,
then it is the biggest coincidence in human history.

https://theintercept.com/2016/04/22/googles-remarkably-close-relationship-with-the-obama-white-house-in-two-charts/


This is like a South American-class over-throw of a government except it
used internet servers instead of bazooka’s.

Many people hear these charges and cry: “oh, it is just the Republicans
picking on the Democrats again”.. and pass it off as another standard
example of party politics. Nothing could be further from the truth. Google
is not a Democratic thing. Google is a crazy, warped, billionaire thing.
Google does what it does for a very specific goal of power and cash that has
very little to do with liberals.

Imagine if you discovered that Satanists had covertly taken over the
Catholic Church! This is pretty much the same thing.

Google’s bosses have been involved in a huge number of sex scandals, tax
evasion schemes, corporate cheating investigations, privacy abuse and have
made some of the most outlandish comments you ever heard from a crazy
billionaire. How are these nut-jobs qualified to run the federal government?
Google has steered a trillion dollars of taxpayer cash from the U.S. Treasury
to it’s bank accounts and not to any taxpayers. Is that the way it is supposed
to work?

NO!

To save America, the FBI, or the FTC, should hunt down all of the
hundreds of Google insiders and pluck them out of State and Federal
administrations.
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